Gallery Information for Groups
(For groups 18+)

As an accessible art centre, we generally do not have barriers in front of our artworks. With that in mind we have guidelines in place to ensure the safety of the artworks so this access can remain. Please read through this document carefully and communicate this to your group.

Important information for group leaders before entering the gallery:
1. Before entering the galleries, please brief your group using the information below.
2. For large groups we suggest splitting up into smaller groups, with a group leader in each, to get the best experience in the gallery.
3. Please ensure the groups are no closer than a metre from the artworks.
4. Please take care with backpacks around the artworks.

Do
- We encourage discussion and speaking in the galleries. Your group does not need to talk in hushed tones; normal speaking levels are encouraged.
- Ask the gallery staff if you have any questions or want more information about the works in the exhibition. Gallery staff are there to ensure the safety of the artworks and answer questions about the exhibitions.
- Photography (no flash) is generally permitted in the exhibitions, but please ask a member of the Front of House team to confirm this for the exhibition you are visiting.
- The group leader is responsible for the group's behaviour and safety throughout the visit.

Don’t
- Eating or drinking is not permitted in the galleries.
- For security and preservation purposes, please do not touch the art works on display or lean on walls or display cases in the gallery.
- No wet materials are allowed in the gallery (paint, pastels, pens etc.) If you are unsure, please check with a member of the team.
Camden Art Centre
Arkwright Road
London NW3

Resources
A file note is produced for each exhibition. These are available from the Bookshop for £1.

Evacuation Procedures
- In the event of an emergency, please follow instructions from a member of staff.
- Please do not stop to collect personal belongings and do not use the lift. Any visitor with access requirements will be directed to a refuge area by a member of staff.
- If you discover a member of your group is unaccounted for, notify a member of Camden Art Centre staff immediately.